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Policy states that 
“Written reports should….”

i. use plain language

ii. provide information on a student’s learning in each of the key learning 
areas 

iii. compare student’s achievement against state-wide syllabus standards: 
using a A-E scale (Years 1-6)

iv. include teacher comments for each KLA that identify areas of student 
strength and areas for further development

v. have information about the student’s attendance at school

vi. provide information about student achievement in relation to school 
programs that extend or are additional to syllabus requirements

vii. provide information about student’s social development and commitment 
to learning



Key messages

 the A-E grades or equivalent word descriptors, are 
judgements about a student’s performance at a particular 
point in time.

 These judgements are “part of the total picture”, or 
overall assessment and reporting tapestry. These 
judgements are based on not just assessment tasks, but 
observations, ongoing anecdotal records etc. and other 
contextual information known by the teacher. 

 Dialogue occurs between teachers across year/stage 
levels, to enhance the level of consistency in our student 
reporting.



What are the A-E grades?

 A common grading scale which is based on clearly 
defined state-wide syllabus standards drawn from 
the NESA syllabuses.

 The Common Grade Scale contains descriptions 
and associated grades A-E, which are used to 
report student achievement in Years 1-10.



Understanding A-E or equivalent word descriptors 
Reporting Policy Years 1-10



C – Sound



D – Basic



E – Limited



B – High



A – Outstanding



Awarding of grades based on work done
Comparing grades to previous grades

 Point in time A-E judgements made for every semester of 
work throughout the stage

 No expectation that students have to be awarded a higher 
grade from Semester 1 report to Semester 2 report

 Note that students receiving a ‘Sound’ grade are 
performing at expected grade level. 



Grading against syllabus standards and 
not cohort



Special Reports



How is your child’s learning assessed for 
reporting?



Assessing student achievement



Assessment – different types

 Standardised tests – eg NAPLAN, PAT

 Grade or Stage based assessments – eg A common writing task

 Moderation of student learning

 Summative assessments

 Formative assessments

 Combination of data used for our school score for OC and Selective 
High School including school grades.



Assessment – many opportunities

 Dialogue – whole class, group, pair

 Mini whiteboard

 Playing a game

 Using concrete materials

 Learning log

 Written in a book or work sheet

 Pen and paper end of topic test

 Observation of a skill eg throwing, hopping, identifying 3D objects



Commitment to Learning
 Developing students’ ability to regulate their own learning 

(at an age appropriate expectation)

 In their future, we don’t know what they will need to know.

 Teaching skills on how to learn

 Specific criteria address Commitment to Learning

Learning Goals
 How learning goals are developed

 How we use learning goals within lessons



Social Development
 Strong links between wellbeing/social development and 

learning.

 Criteria aligned with Positive Psychology philosophy and 
21st Century learning skills. 



What to look for to know where they need 
support English & Mathematics

Other KLAs



Supporting your child



Thank you for being involved in your child’s 
learning.

Any questions? 
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